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The main object of this paper is a treatment of the equivalence of pairs

of büinear forms in the singular case by a purely rational method. The

problem was first discussed by Kronecker,f who employed the irrational

canonical form due to Weierstrass for the auxüiary non-singular case,

instead of the rational canonical form (13) employed here. It is then a

simple matter to deduce in Parts II and III the criteria for the equivalence

of pairs of symmetric or Hermitian büinear forms, or quadratic or Hermitian

forms, in the singular case.

I.   Pairs or bilinear eorms in the singular case

Let xp and yp be büinear forms in the same variables Xi, • • • ,xT, yi} • • ■, y,

with coefficients in a field F, such that xp and yp are not equivalent in F

to forms both of which involve fewer than r variables Xi or fewer than s

variables y¿. We shall treat the singular case in which either r ?¿s, or else

r=s and the determinant of f=u<p+vyp is zero identicaUy in « and v. If

r^s, we take r >s without loss of generality, since we may interchange the

letters x and y.

Write /,-, <pi, ypi for the partial derivatives of /, xp, yp with respect to *<.

The Unear functions fi, • • ■ ,fr of yi, • • • , y. are Unearly dependent.

Hence there exist homogeneous polynomials A < in u and v of the same degree

with coefficients in F, such that the A ¿ are not all zero identically and such

that £ Aifi=0 identicaUy in u, v, yu ■ • • , y..

Lemma 1. The degree of Ai, • • • , Ar in u and v is not changed if we

apply to f non-singular linear transformations on the x's and the y's separately

whose coefficients are independent of u and v.

•Presented to the Society, December 26,1924; received by the editors in July, 1926.

t Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1890, pp. 1225-37. His brief paper

was elaborated by Muth, Elementartheiler, 1899, pp. 93-133. Some minor errata in Muth's work

were reproduced in the account in the Encyclopédie des Sciences Mathématiques, tome I, vol. II,

1911, pp. 412-25.
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Evidently each Ai is unchanged if we transform the y's alone. Next,

let/ become g when the x's are expressed linearly in terms of new variables X,.

Then

' Ai«    dX¡       '
Xj = 2-,ajiXi, ft -2J "T7T —— =2^anii>

i-l j-1    OJLj    OXi        ,-_i

and E-Bj£>—0, where .B/=E< a^Ai is of the same degree as the At.

Of all relations E ^</<=0, select one

(1) iiAifi = 2Z(- lyCaWV*-" m 0
i—1 a—0

in which the Ai are not all zero identically and are of minimal degree m

in m and v, while

r

(2) Ca  =    EWi (« = 0,1,   •••,«),
i-l

/

where the c„< are numbers not all zero of the field F and are independent of

« and v. By Lemma 1, m is an invariant of the pair <p and \p under all non-

singular linear transformations on the x's and the y's separately.

Lemma 2.   fx, • • • ,/r ore linearly independent in F.

For, if E tifi—0, where the i< are in F and are not all zero, the insertion

of fi = u<f>i+v\¡/i gives

Ew< » o,      E^< =• 0.

Let t,7¿0 and apply the non-singular transformation

*, = teX,,     Xj — Xj + tjX,      (j = 1, • • • , r ;j ?¿ e).

Then 0 =E *< $< becomes

r

E ■X'í^í + x« E *«#<>
>> e i-l

which lacks X, since the final sum is zero. Likewise, ^ lacks X,. But

this contradicts our initial assumption.

Corollary.   The invariant m exceeds zero.

For, if m = 0, (1) becomes C0 = 0 and (2) implies that every ca% is zero,

contrary to hypothesis.

Lemma 3.    Co, • ■ • , Cm are linearly independent in F.
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Suppose that a0, • • • , am are numbers, not aU zero, of F such that

m

(3) £ OaCa = 0.
a-0

Denote the first and second sums in (1) by Q and 22.   Write

m

(4) P =  £ ( - l)aaa«"—V.
a-0

Each PA i is a polynomial in u and v of degree 2m ; let ki be the coefficient

of umvm. The terms £ ki u^^i of PQ are obtained from the terms

£ aa Ca umvm of PR by replacing Ca by its value (2). Hence (3) implies

¿^ kifi=0. By Lemma 2, each ¿< = 0. Hence PQ=0 may be written

in the form

(5) »-"+1 £ figi + «m+1 £ /<A< s 0        (i = 1, • • • , f),

in which the gi and hi are polynomials of degree m — 1 in u and t». If they

were all zero identically, every PAi and hence every Ai would be zero

identically. Replacing/¿ by its value ucju+vypi, we see that the first sum

in (5) is of degree =m in u, while the second sum is evidently of degree

>m in u. Hence each sum is zero identically, and one of them gives a

linear relation between fi, ■ ■ ■ ,fr the degree in u and v of whose coefficients

is m — 1, while those coefficients (gi or hi) are not all zero identically. But

this contradicts the definition of m as the minimal degree.

By Lemmas 2 and 3, the matrix of the coefficients in (2) has a non-

vanishing determinant of order m+1. Hence we can annex further rows,

also composed of numbers of F, and obtain a square matrix

(caß) (« = 0,1, ••• , f- 1 ;ß= 1, ■■- , r)

whose determinant is not zero.   Let the non-singular transformation

(6) Xß=    itcaßXa (ß=   1,   ---.f),
a-0

whose coefficients are independent of u and v, replace /, xp, yp by F, <£, "&.

The partial derivatives of the latter with respect to Xi are denoted by

Fi, #,,¥<.    Then

r       ßf     QXa r

(7) Fa=    £-^—i=    Hcaßfß=Ca,
0-1   OXß    O A « (3-1

by (2).    By (1),

£( - i)aFa«a»m-a = 0.
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Replacing Fa by u&a+v&a, and equating to zero the coefficients of vm+l,

uvm, »V1-1, • • • , «"■», «m+1, we get

(8) *o ■ 0,   *1 =  *0,   *2 =  *1,   •     •   ,  *m ■  «>m-l,    $» = 0.

Hence

i'o ■> m^i, Fx =; it¥2 + v*x, ■ ■ ■ , Fm-i = u*m + v¥m-x, Fm m v*m.

Multiply the first k equations by v^1, — m>*~2, ■ ■ ■ , (—u)k~2v, (—«)*_1,

respectively, and add; we get

t-i
(9) - ( - «)*** =■  E^( - uYv*-'-1      (k = 1, • • •,*»).

t-0

If "&i, • • ■ , tym satisfy a linear relation whose coefficients are in the field

and are not all zero, multiply it by um and apply (9). We get a linear rela-

tion between F0, • ■ • , Fm-X whose coefficients are polynomials, not all

identically zero, of degree m — 1 in u and v. Inserting the values (7) and

applying (2), we get a similar linear relation between/i, • • • ,/r, contrary

to the definition of m. Hence ^i, • • • ,^m are linearly independent in

the field. We may therefore choose linear functions Fm+i, • • • , F, of

yi, • • • , y. with coefficients in the field F such that the Sf' and F are linearly

independent in F.   Then

(10) Va = *« (a = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,m),    77, = Yt (t = m + 1, ■ • ■ , s)

define a non-singular linear transformation on yx, • ■ • , y, with coefficients

in F.   Transformation (6) replaces u<p+v\f/ by

,—1 r-l

„$ + vy =  £ u$iXi + E V*iXi.
i—0 i—0

For i = 0, • • • ,m, change i to a — 1 in the first sum, and i to a in the second.

For i>m, change i to p.   Then by (8) and (10),

m r—1

„$ + I* =    £ (uXa-1 + vXaha +    E («**> + V*P)XP.

Here $„ and typ are linear in yi, • • • , ya and hence in iji, • * • , r¡t by (10):

$j> = E ^"l« »    *j> = E^f*   (i = »» + 1> •••,r— 1),
0—1 0—1

where the a's and ô's are numbers in F.    We have
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(H)

«$ + »¥ = u(  Xq + £aplXpJTJi + « £-ï«_iij«

m m      / V

-h M £ £ôp a-lXp1)„ + V £   Í A'a   +     £opa.X'p JTJa + P + XT,
o—2    p o—1   \ P /

where the summations with respect to p are from m+1 to r — 1, and

p = w(/2»?2+ • • • +lmVm), the /'s being linear in the Xp (p>m), whüe a is

a büinear form in the Xp, nq (P>m, q>m). In deriving (11), the terms

involving va (a>m) which arose from typ were carried to a; the terms

involving 7;a(a = 2, • • • , m) which arose from <ä>p were carried to p, while

those involving r¡a(a>m) were carried to a. FinaUy we added the terms

in the third sum in the second member and subtracted the same from p.

To (11) apply the non-singular transformation

40 =   -Ao + 2—taPxXp,     Ço  ==   Xa + 2-i"PaXP,     £p  =   Xp
P P

(a=l,---,m; p = m+l,---,r— 1).

We get (12) in which uïï+v^ is written for a.

Theorem 1. If xp and yp are bilinear forms in Xi, • • • , xT, yi, • ■ • , y.

with coefficients in afield F, and r^s, and when r = s the determinant \uxp+vyp\

is zero identically in u and v, there exist non-singular linear transformations

on the x's and on the y's separately with coefficients in F which reduce ucb+vyp

to

m m

(12) S  =     £(«£„_! + Vtaha + U £ laVa +  «$ +  S*,
a-1 a-2

where h, - ■ ■ , lm are linear forms in £m+i, • • • , £r-i, and $> and ^ are bi-

linear forms in £m+i, • • • , £r-i, »?m+i, ■ - • , r¡„ all with coefficients in F.

If r<s,f=utp+vyp can be reduced to a form derived from (12) by inter-

changing the letters £ and ij, since the form derived from/ by interchanging

the letters x and y can be reduced to (12).

Given a pair of büinear forms X and /x with coefficients in F such that

mX+îiju is of rank R, we can select independent linear combinations <p and yp

of X and p. with coefficients in F such that the greatest common divisor

of all 2?-rowed determinants of utp+vyp is not divisible by u, whence yp

is of rank R.   In the corresponding form ( 12 ), let t be the rank of «€> + tf&.

Lemma 4. The greatest common divisor of all r-rowed determinant* of

uQ+vty is not divisible by u.
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In the matrix M of (12), the first m columns form the matrix Mx of

the coefficients of £o, ■ • ■ , £r-i in

dS dS dS
- =  «É0 + »il,-=   «¿I + »fî +  Uli,      '  ■   ■   ,-=  «Ím-1 + »im + Ulm.
di)X âïj2 djjm

Since these are evidently linearly independent, Mx is of rank m. The last

s—m columns of M form the matrix M2 of the coefficients of £0, • • • , £r-i

in the partial derivatives of u$+iflt with respect to Vm+i, • • • , v,. Hence

by the definition of r, the rank of M2 is r. Thus not every (wi+T)-rowed

determinant of M is zero. But every determinant with more than m+r

columns is zero, since it contains more than r columns of Mi. Hence the

rank of M is m+r = R. Every non-vanishing (w+r)-rowed determinant

of M contains exactly t columns of M2 and is a linear function of r-rowed

determinants of M2 and hence of u$+i&. If all r-rowed determinants of

the latter were divisible by u, the same would be true of all determinants

with m+T = R columns of M and hence of S, contrary to the remark before

Lemma 4.

First, let uQ+vty fall under the non-singular case, so that it has the same

number of variables in the two series and its determinant is not zero identi-

cally in u and v. By Lemma 4, this determinant is not divisible by u, whence

|^| 5^0. Then there exist non-singular transformations on the variables

of the two series separately, with coefficients in F, which reduce $ and SF

to the respective forms*

(ak-l ak \ ot

E Xkiyki+i + Xkak E*«y*<)i ° =E E*«yw«
i—1 i-l / *        i-l

The transformations employed leave unaltered each variable occurring in

the first sum in (12) and replace the second sum by «E ^Va, where ta

is a linear function of the xk,. Hence if r^s, <b and \p may be reduced ra-

tionally to

m m «It m

(14) / —    Ek-lfa +    E     E     2^idkiaXk{t]a + P,     K = E ktfa + * •
a—1 a—2       *        i=l a—1

Second, let u$+vty fall under the singular case. We apply to it our

initial discussion of u<b+v\p and conclude that it can be transformed ration-

*Dickson, Modern Algebraic Theories, Chicago, Sanborn, 1926, p. 116, Theorem IV. A direct

verification follows from the fact that the invariant factors other than 1 of p—X<r are

Vl-Ei*<X»-i (*-l,2,-.-),
toi

which may be identified with any assigned polynomials.
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ally into a form Ri+uPi+fi of type (12) or a form Si+uQi+fi obtained

from it by interchanging the letters £ and rj, where

mi ml

/l  =  «*1 + Wi,    Ri  =   £(«£ia-l + Vf¡ia)via,     Pi =   £Pla'Ha,
a—1 a—2

ni m

Si  =   £ (Urii a-l + Vqia)|la,    Qi = £ aiaíla-
a—1 a—2

If /i falls under the non-singular case, 4>i and ^i can be transformed

rationally into forms of type (13). If/i falls under the singular case, another

repetition of the initial discussion shows that/i can be transformed rationally

into R2+uP2+f2 or S2+uQ2+f2, where f2, R2, ■ ■ ■ , Q2 are of the type

/i, 2?i, • • • , Qi with the first subscripts 1 changed to 2.

This process must terminate, since the numbers of variables in $, $i, • • •

form a series of decreasing positive integers.

To prove by induction that £/a^a (in (12)), Pi or Qh P2 or Q2, etc., can

be removed by a linear transformation with coefficients in F which does not

alter the sum of the remaining terms, we assume that all but £/ai7a have been

so removed and shall prove that we can then remove it also.

We first show that Ru Si, R2, ■ ■ ■ can all be written as terms of up+va

in (13) by employing new values of k.    To do this for 2?i, write

Ii« = Xka+i (a = 0,1, • • ■ , mi), r¡i„ = yka+i    (a = 1, • • • , mi),

and Wi = ak — 1.    Then 2?i becomes

ak—l ak

(15) u 2~2xkiyk i+i + v 2~l*kiyki
i=l i=l

for yM = 0; the coefficients of u and v are the terms of (13) for the present

value of k and with every bki = 0.    In Si write

lia  =   Xk m+l-a   (a   =   1,   •   •   •   ,   «l),    tila  =   Vk ni+l-a (a  =   0, 1 ,   •   •   • , »l) ,

and ni = ak — l.    Then Si becomes (15) for xkak=0.

Whether u^+v^ falls under the singular or non-singular case, we may

therefore reduce the initial pair <p, yp with r^jtoa pair (14) such that, for

certain values of k, either xkak is suppressed or yki is suppressed and every

bki replaced by zero in (13) and the second sum in (14).

It remains to prove that we may take every d to be zero in (14). We

shall first prove that we may replace dkia by zero when i<ak. We proceed

by induction on a, keeping k fixed.    For a given integer n such that 2 ¿ n = m,
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assume that dkia = 0 îori<ak,a = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1.   Apply the transformation*

u

in = Xn+  Y^hiXki,      yki = Yki — hin*       (i = 2, • • -,ak)
t-2

which leaves unaltered the variables not occurring in the left members.

The increment to K is zero, while that to / is

o* «—1

In+l E**»X*<   —     E'* tfl***1?!! + CXkatfn,
t-2 i-l

where the first sum is to be omitted if w = /».    Taking

tk i+l = ¿tin (¿ =   1 ,   • • •   ,   Ok —  1),

we obtain forms of type (14) in which ¿*ia = 0 for i<ak, a = 2, • • • , w.

Hence the induction is complete and we now have

(16) / =   2~Lic-lVa +    E 2~lekaXkakVa + P, K = Eiotf« + »'•
a—1 a—2     k a—1

We shall prove that we may replace each gta by zero. No proof is needed

when k is such that xkak is to be suppressed. We proceed by induction

on a, keeping k fixed. For a given positive integer w (n<m), assume that

#to = 0 for a=fw, m — 1, • ■ • , n+2.

First, let w<c* and apply the transformation

Ín-Í =  Xn-j + t Xkak-j (j =  0 ,•••,») ,

y*„*-,   =   Ykak-j — tVn-i (j =  0,   •••,»—   1),

which leaves unaltered the remaining variables.    The increment to K

is zero, while that to / cancels to

n-l

(18) tXkaktn+l — tXkak E bkak-jVn-i •
>-0

Taking /= — ek n+i, we obtain (16) with e*a = 0 (a = m, • • • , w+1), but with

a new term cxkakr¡i.   The latter is removed by the transformation £0 =

Ä0 — CXkav

Second, let k be one of the values for which yM is not to be suppressed

from (13) and let « = o*. Apply transformation (17) withy = 0, • • • , 04 —1

in both parts.    Then K is unaltered, while the increment to / cancels to

•But let the summation extend only to at— 1 if k is such that xut is to be suppressed from (13)

and (14). Then the text holds with c=0.
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(18) in which now j takes the values 0, • • • , ak — 1. We proceed as in

the first case.

In either case we obtain forms of type (16) in which now eka = 0 (a =

m, m — 1, • • • , M+l). By induction on n, we obtain (16) in which every

¿*« = 0.

Third, let k be a value for which y« is to be suppressed from (16),

while every bki = 0. Then m<ak, whence n<ak and the second case is

excluded.  In the proof, we write

dS dS
S = uJ + vK,Sa =-(a = 0, • • • ,m),    Ski =-   (* - 1, • • • , «*)•

of« dxki

By (16) and (13),

(19) 20 - «Ii,     2„ = «ija+i + wia    (a = 1, ■ ■ ■ , m - 1),     Sm = wjm,

the solution of which is

(20) U^Va+l =   £ ( -   D'uO-'VZa-i (« =  0,   • • •,f» -  1).
j-0

Eliminating the resulting value of rjm from the last equation (19), we get

(21) M-2m = £ ( - l)*-%—VS*_,.
t-i

Next,
m

(22) Ski = uyki+i + vyki (i < ak), Skak = « £ ekaVa + vykak.
a-2

The former with y« suppressed gives

(23) «i+1y* vf2 = £ ( - lyu'-h'Sk i+i-i (i = 0, • • -,ak - 2).
,-o

By (20) and (23), u'vt and u'yk t+i are linear functions of the S's and 5"s

whose coefficients are polynomials in u and v of degree t — 1. Multiply

the last equation (22) by um~l.    If m~ak, we get

m

(24) um-1Skak = £ ekaUm-auar¡a + DMm-°*Ma*-1y*ai.

a=2

By the remark just made, this yields a linear relation between the first

derivatives of 5 whose coefficients are polynomials in « and v of degree m — 1.

But the 5 on the left does not occur on the right. This contradicts the

definition of m.
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This completes the proof that we may take every d to be zero in (14).

In stating the following theorem, we keep separate the forms Ri and Si

previously combined with up+va. For each i only one of the pair Ri and

Si is a component of the canonical form. We shall change the notation

of the variables occurring in a component Sj.

Theorem 2. Let <f> and yp be bilinear forms with coefficients in a field F

such that ip has* the same rank as f=u<f>+vip. In the singular case, f can be

reduced by non-singular linear transformations with coefficients in F to S =E-^ »

+2~2Sj+up+va, where p and a are given by (13), and

mi nj

(25) Ri =    22(uZi «-1 + Vtiahia,     Sj  = E(«F, a_l + vYja)Xia.
a-l o=l

No variable appears in two of the forms Rx, R2, • ■ ■ , Sx, S2) ■ ■ ■ , up+va,

while all their variables are linearly independent in F.

We shall now prove that the invariant factors other than 1 of the matrix

M of 5 coincide with those of up+va. The determinant D of order d of

the latter is not zero identically in u and v. Write i=Ewt+E%- Then

the rank of M will be shown to be d+t. In M, the coefficient of a product

£?; is placed at the intersection of the row [£] corresponding to £ and the

column [n] corresponding to n.    Similarly for XY.

First, delete the rows [^„¡] corresponding to the £'s with maximal

second subscripts in the .Ri, and the columns [F,„,] corresponding to F's

with maximal second subscripts in the Sj. We obtain a square matrix

which (apart from elements of D) has every diagonal element equal to u,

and has zeros as elements to the right (left) of these m's in the case of Ri(Sj),

whence its determinant is u'D.

Second, delete the rows [£i0] and the columns [F,0]. We obtain a

square matrix which (apart from elements of D) has every diagonal element

equal to », and has zeros as elements to the left (right) of these v's in the

case of Ri(Sj), whence its determinant is v'D.

Hence the greatest common divisor of all (¿+/)-rowed determinants

of M is D.   This yieldsf

Lemma 5. The invariant factors other than unity of S coincide with those

of up+va.

Hence p and a are uniquely determined by the invariant factors of

U(p+vyp.

*We saw that this property may be secured by passing to suitably chosen linear combinations of

<t> and \¡i with coefficients in F.

fSee the writer's Modern Algebraic Theories, pp. 96,97.
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The variables £, X, x of the first series in S are linearly independent;

likewise for the variables n, Y, y of the second series (Theorem 2). Write

W = up+va. No variable is common to two of the Ri, S,-, W. Hence a

linear function [S] of the first derivatives of 5" = W+£2?i+£S',- with

respect to the variables of either series is a sum of linear functions [W],

[Ri], [R2], ■ • • , [Si], • • • of the first derivatives of W, Rx, Rt, ■ - with

respect to their own variables only. Also, [S] = 0 implies [W] = 0, [Rx] =

0, • • • . Since \W\ is not identically zero, the vanishing of [W] implies

that its coefficients are all zero.

If we suppress the first subscript i from m< and the variables in Ri}

and write Sa for dRi/d£a, we have (19)-(21). Since S0, ■ • • , 2m-i are

linearly independent, every linear relation between the S's is obtained by

multiplying (21) by a function of u and v.

The first derivatives of 22< with respect to the Via are evidently linearly

independent.    Since Ri becomes Si by replacing £, v, m by F, X, n, we have

Lemma 6.   As a complete set of independent linear relations between the

first derivatives of S with respect to the variables £, X, x of the first series we

may take
àS         J"                                dS

(26) umi-=   £ ( - l),'-1«mi-'V-,

dijimi ,_1 ¿>£i mi-j

where i takes the same values as the subscript of Ri. Here m¡ is the minimal

degree in u and v of the coefficients in any linear relation between the first

derivatives of S with respect to the variables £i of R{. Similarly, n¡ is the minimal

degree in u and v of the coefficients in any linear relation between the first

derivatives of S with respect lo the variables Y¡ of S,- and these relations of mini-

mal degrees form a complete set of independent linear relations between the first

derivatives of S with respect to the variables n, Y, y of the second series.

These minimal degrees ra< and », uniquely determine the 2?¿ and S*.

By Lemma 1, they have the same value for ucp+vyp as for the canonical

form S1.    They are called the minimal numbers of ucp+vyp or of S.

By Lemmas 5 and 6, and the remarks just following them, we conclude

that two pairs of bilinear forms <p, yp and X, /i in F, each satisfying the initial

assumption and having the property about rank in Theorem 2, have the

same canonical form and hence are equivalent in F if and only if they have

the same minimal numbers and the same invariant factors.

Our next step is to prove this result when the two restrictions on the

forms are removed.

Let / and g be any bilinear forms with coefficients in F in the singular

case.    After supplying zero coefficients, if necessary, we may assume that
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there is the same number w of variables X{ as variables Fi. If r is the rank

of h = uf+vg, there are exactly n—r independent linear relations between

the first derivatives of h with respect to Xx, ■ ■ ■ , X„ (or Yx, ■ ■ ■ , F„).

Let them be chosen so that their coefficients are of the least possible degrees

Mx, ■ ■ ■ , Mn-r ( or iVi, • • • , Nn-r) in u and v. Let the M's be arranged

in order of increasing magnitude ; likewise the A^s. The resulting numbers

Mi and N¡ are called the minimal numbers of the pair /, g.

For example, let f=XxY»+XsYx, g = X2F3+X3F2. Then h has the

matrix

0   0   w\

0    0    8

u    v   0/

of rank 2. Hence vhx—uht=0 is the single linear relation between the first

partial derivatives hx, ht, h3, of h with respect to Xx, X2, X3. The minimal

numbers are Mx = l, Nx = l. Since the two-rowed determinants include

—u2 and — v2, their greatest common divisor is 1. Hence the matrix has

no invariant factor other than 1.

If the first p of the M's and the first a of the N's are zero, while the others

are positive, we can transform/, g into a pair <f>, \f/ involving only r=n—p

variables Xi and only s = n—a variables y i (Lemma 2). Then <b, \p satisfy

our initial assumption that they cannot be transformed rationally into a

pair of forms both of which involve fewer than r variables Xi or fewer than

5 variables y,-.

Since the Mi and Ni are invariant under every linear transformation

on the A"s or on the F's (Lemma 1), the positive ones of Mi and Ni co-

incide with the above w< and »< of <p and \p.

Introduce the linear combinations

(27) <b' = cup + bp, i' = c(j> + dp (ad - be = 1).

Write x^ucp+vrp, x'' = u'<b'+v'\}/'.    Then x = x' if

(28) u' = du — cv,   v' = — bu + av.

Before Lemma 4, we chose a, b, c, d so that the greatest common divisor

of all J?-rowed determinants of x' is not divisible by «', where R is the rank

of x and hence of \f/'.

Let X, p. be another pair of bilinear forms in xx, ■ ■ ■ , xr, yi, • ■ ■ , y.

with coefficients in F, having the same minimal numbers and same invariant

factors as the pair <p, \p.    Using the same a, b, c, d as in (27), write

X' = aX + bp., p' = cX + dp,  v = uk + vp, v' = m'X' + v'p'.
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Since x' and v' are transformed into x and v by (28), they have the same

minimal numbers and same invariant factors, and in particular the same

rank R and the same greatest common divisor of their 2?-rowed determinants.

Hence also p.' is of rank R.

Theorem 2 and the remarks following Lemmas 5 and 6 show that x'

and v' have the same canonical form and hence are equivalent in F. Thus

the pairs cp, yp and X, p. are equivalent in F. This completes the proof of

the fundamental

Theorem 3. In the singular case, two pairs of bilinear forms in the

same n+n variables with coefficients in any field F are equivalent in F if and

only if they have the same invariant factors and the same minimal numbers.

The canonical pair shows that these may be given any assigned values

such that each invariant factor divides the next.

II.   Pairs of symmetric or Hermitian bilinear forms

IN THE SINGULAR CASE

In order to treat simultaneously symmetric and Hermitian bilinear

forms, we employ ä to denote a or the conjugate imaginary to a in the re-

spective cases.    Consider the form
n

(29) / =   £ aijXiyj,      afi = Sj,-,
i.f-i

whose matrix A = (a¡,) has the property A ' = A -    Then

«/       A df "
—— =  l^auyi, — =   2-,anxi =   2-, »«*/•
dXi        ,_i dy< ,=i

If
A      df

(30) £ci— = 0,
¿-i    dXi

where the d are independent of the x's and y's, then
n

(31) £c<ao = 0 (/-I, •••,»),
t-i

whence £c¡ df/dyi=0. Take f=ucp+vyp. Hence each minimal number

Mi of cp, yp coincides with a minimal number Ni and vice versa.

Consider two pairs of forms <j>, yp and X, p. whose »-rowed matrices A, B,

C, D have the property M' = M. Let ucp+vyp and u\+vp. have the same

minimal numbers Mi (and hence the same Ni) and the same invariant

factors. Then the pairs are equivalent by Theorem 3, so that there exist

non-singular «-rowed matrices P and Q for which

C = PAQ,   D=PBQ.
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Hence* there exists a non-singular w-rowed matrix E such that

C = E'AË,    D = E'BÊ,

whence the linear transformation on the x's with the matrix E and that

on the y's with the matrix E replace <p by X and \p by p.. Since this argument

may be reversed, we have

Theorem 4. In the singular case, two pairs of symmetric (or Hermitian)

bilinear forms are equivalent under a non-singular linear transformation on

the x's and the cogredient (or conjugate) transformation on the y's if and only

if they have the same invariant factors and the same minimal numbers Mi

(which here coincide with the Ni).

In seeking a canonical pair for such a pair <b, >p, note that the number of

the Mi which have the value zero is the number of the x's (or y's) which can

be removed by linear transformation. Each Mi which exceeds zero will be

denoted by w,; let their number be p. In the notations of Theorem 2,

a canonical form is

C =   E Ti + uy + vS,    Ti = Ri + Si,
i=l

with w< = w< in Si, while uy+vb is symmetric (or Hermitian), has a

determinant not zero identically in u and v, and has the same invariant

factors as u<p+wp. Then the latter is equivalent to C in the sense of

Theorem 4.

To emphasize the fact that each Ti is symmetric (or Hermitian), write

xa for £„, xmi+a for Xa, ya for Ya, and ymj+a for r¡a.

Theorem 5. In the singular case, any pair of symmetric (or Hermitian)

bilinear forms can be reduced by a non-singular linear transformation on the

x's and the cogredient (or conjugate) transformation on the y's to a canonical

pair which are the coefficients of u and v in^Ti+uy+vh, where

mi

Ti  =    E   [("*< "-1 + »*t«)yi mi+a +  (Uy{ a-1 + Vy^Xi m.+a]
a=l

is symmetric and Hermitian in its 2mi+l pairs of variables, while y, S is a

canonical pair\ for the non-singular case.

"Modem Algebraic Theories, pp. 122-3.

fFor the quadratic case, we may employ Weierstrass's canonical pair, Modern Algebraic Theories,

p. 131. For the Hermitian case, we may employ the corresponding pair, Logsdon, Aiierican Journal

of Mathematics, vol. 44 (1922), p. 254. Or, without separating the two cases we may employ the

writer's pair, Modern Algebraic Theories, pp. 126-8. In all of these cases, y and S have any prescribed

invariant factors (or elementary divisors).
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III.   Pairs of quadratic or Hermitian forms in the singular case

Let f=ucp+vyp be of type (29).   To it corresponds

n

(32) A =  £ anXiXj,    a,i - an,
i,i=l

which is a quadratic or Hermitian form according as a is identified with a

or its conjugate imaginary, and likewise for x. In the respective cases,

write g = 2 or 1.    Then

dh "      _      "     dh A /A       \~      n
—- = g £ anXj,  2>< —- = g lu 1 2-, CittiAx, = 0,
OX, ,_i <=i      OXi ,_i   \ i=i /

by (31). Hence any linear relation (30) between the first derivatives of/

with respect to Xi, • • • , xn, whose coefficients c< are polynomials in u and v,

implies a linear relation with the same coefficients c¡ between the first deriva-

tives of h, and conversely. Hence the minimal numbers Mi = Ni of /

coincide with those of h.   By* Theorem 4, we have

Theorem 6. In the singular case, two pairs of quadratic or Hermitian

forms are equivalent if and only if they have the same invariant factors and

the same minimal numbers Mi.

From Theorem 5 we obtain a canonical pair of Hermitian forms by

identifying each y with the conjugate imaginary to x, and a canonical pair

of quadratic forms by identifying each y with x.    The latter pair is

v        m,' p        mt

(33) y +  2 £     £ Xi a-lXi m.+a,    5 +  2 £     £ XiaXi mi+a,
i—1     a—1 <—I     a—1

where y, ô is the canonical pair in the non-singular case (last foot-note in II).

In particular, there exists a pair of quadratic or Hermitian forms with any

prescribed invariant factors and any prescribed minimal numbers.

An example of (33) is given by 2^:0^2, 2xi#2-    We have

df df
v-«-— 0,   / = 2uxoXt + 2»oria;2.

dxo dxi

Here there is a single minimal number Mi = l and no invariant factor.

*And the corollaries on pp. 66 and 68 of Modern Algebraic Theories.
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